GREEKS
Greek Community Boosts Spirit Today as in the Past
Everyone knows how much tradition there is here at Georgia Tech. And because the Greek community has been here since the very beginning, they are a big part of that tradition.

Tradition breeds true school spirit, and perhaps the most spirited group on campus is the Greek community. They are as proud of their school as they are of their individual houses. No matter what the event is, if it has anything to do with Tech, fraternity and sorority members will be there, doing their best to make sure that Tech comes out on top.

Just go to any football game, or basketball game, or pep rally, and you will find the loudest and most enthusiastic fans to be Greeks. With such dedicated supporters, the traditions and spirit of Georgia Tech will be around for a long, long time to come.

*TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT:* A Theta Chi pledge directs his fellow rats in a rousing rendition of "The Ramblin' Reck." Lizzie Irastorza displays sorority as well as school spirit during a pep rally. Mike Owings gives his fraternity brother Jon Wall a boost up so he can get a better view of the ATO lawn party. Lambda Chi Mitch Ginn leads an entourage of oddly-outfitted Choppers. *BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT:* Morgan Kreitler and Don Kelley escort Jo Jo the Dogface onto Grant Field so he can show that Tech's bite is worse than its bark. The Sigma Alpha Epsilon house serves as a traditional setting for these football visitors after the game.
When people think of rush, they usually think of parties, but for upperclassmen, rush means WORK. They must cut their summer break short so that they can get their houses in good shape; then they plan and attend two weeks worth of parties and try to impress hundreds of freshmen. Although Greeks hate to work when they can be at the beach, they know that rush is a necessary evil if they want to get the best pledges.

But for freshmen, rush is a perfect chance to meet new people. They find people who will help them with the problems of being freshmen. In many cases, rushees are so impressed with the people they have met that they pledge a house and in a year they will get to experience rush from the other side.

Greeks use both the very formal and structured sorority rush, and the more open and relaxed fraternity rush, to pledge promising rushees. By getting a great pledge class, Greeks can look forward to a great year.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Christy Sellers talks with Fran Bonner after an Alpha Gam skit. Guests sign in at the Sigma Nu house. A brother chats with a rushee. The Dots ready their house for fall rush.

BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: The ADPs entertain rushees with a musical number. Lisa Johnson shows off the Alpha Xi Delta House.
Preparations Culminate in More Successful Rush Parties
Homecoming Provides Excuse for Spirited Activities
Even though the Yellow Jacket football team was floundering on the gridiron, the enthusiasm of Georgia Tech Greeks was not dampened when Homecoming arrived. Some of this spirit may have been due to the theme, "Ramblin' Gamblin' Twenties Tech," which reminded young and old of the glory years of the now legendary "Golden Tornado" football team.

Along with the long nights and hard days of trying to survive the academic grind of Tech, build displays, and assemble wrecks, Greeks participated heavily in the Stockmarket Olympics, the Interfraternity Council-sponsored Ramblin' Gamblin' Night on the Town, Traditions Night, and the Mini-500.

The morning before the game, the alumni could be found walking around Fowler and Techwood admiring the ingenuity that went into the various displays. Of course the Freshman Cake Race and the Wreck Parade culminated the pre-game activities with strong turnout to see this year's contraptions.

Though the game was a disappointment, Greeks again showed their loyalty to the alumni and the school by helping produce a most memorable Homecoming.

*TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT:* Lambda Chi display occupies Scott Herren's attention. Delts are as well fueled as their wreck. Stan Ward keeps Greg Jordan stocked with goldfish. Elizabeth Noel accelerates on the slope of Peter's Park. *BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT:* Greeks join the throng lining the route of the Wreck Parade. Susan Raffensberger touches up the Alpha Gam display.
Fraternity Involvement Commences With Pledgeship

Pledge Sunday marks the end of rush and the beginning of the Pledge Process. Although each fraternity has its own pledge program, the fundamental goal is learning. Pledges study the history, legend and background of their new fraternity and build strong friendships within their pledge class.

Pledges are urged to take an active interest in the fraternity and join the collective spirit of Homecoming, intramurals, and other chapter functions. Hopefully, by initiation the pledges are ready to assume the full responsibilities of a brother, and become an active member of the Greek community.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Alpha Chi pledges paint a pep rally banner. Chi Phi rats do the can-can at a football game. Sigma Phi Epsilon pledge helps with the display.

BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Tim Hall and Steve Cooper show that great FIJI spirit. Phi Sig Mike Bender does his work assignment. Delta Tau pledges get their paddles signed.
Parties Relieve Ma Tech’s Academic Tensions
For the past century, Tech greeks have been making a reputation for themselves as hard working campus leaders. But they have become best known for being our school's quintessential partrters. After all, we're talking about social fraternities; and Tech greeks have had almost a hundred years to polish their partying techniques.

And no two houses have the same techniques. Each fraternity and sorority parties in its own unique way. A great time for one may be boring for another. That's why greeks in one house might be having a civilized mixer, enjoying the company of the opposite sex while the greeks in the house next door might be going wild, getting drunk and enjoying more than just the company of the opposite sex. But it doesn't matter what the neighbors think; the right party is the one that makes people forget about school for a while.

Whether the parties are formal or informal, on campus or off campus, traditional or unusual, they are what Tech greeks are famous for.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Bob Lally limbos. Cindy Vitale and Neal Lewis enjoy an Alpha Gam costume party. Kevin Ryan and Kally Wall overlook the Fiji Island Party. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Phi Dels listen to the Bowery Ball band. The Betas perform their infamous mud slide. A couple dance at an ATO band party.
Social Atmosphere Provides Change From Academics

The lifestyle of Georgia Tech's greeks is as diverse and as individual as each fraternity or sorority is.

No matter what season it was, greeks could be found enjoying life to its fullest. Many activities generally centered around the house. A special moment may have been polishing the car in front of the house on a sunny afternoon, or enjoying the excitement of a candle-lighting.

The social atmosphere of the fraternity or sorority provided a needed rest from the rigors of academics. There were always the house parties, with or without a theme, and many greeks frequently traveled to neighboring schools to attend their functions. All in all the greek lifestyle gave one many rewards.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: John Ingram and Susan Harrell make sure that every inch sparkles. The candlelight ritual provides a mystic atmosphere. The Alpha Gams enjoy a Christmas party in the chapter room. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: The Lambda Chi dog, Brandy, cools off during hot weather. ATOs mingle at an Agnes Scott TGIF party held at the Decatur campus. The winter snowfall provides the ammunition for snowball fights.
Greek Week Brings Out a True Spirit of Competition

With the coming of spring, the Greek community is astir with activity, but no event dominates the Greeks as a whole like Greek Week. A year's worth of bottled-up academic frustrations are unleashed when fraternities and sororities go head to head in pursuit of victory.

Whether pulling in a tug-o-war or drinking beer, Tech Greeks give it everything they've got and have fun doing it. This healthy competitive attitude, typical of the Georgia Tech spirit, eventually leads to a trophy or two for a determined fraternity or sorority.

In addition to the competitive events there are also the inevitable parties. Complementing the Outing and Block Party, the Cocktail Party culminates with the award ceremonies. Greek Week allows fraternity and sorority members to show their pride and pat themselves on the back after a year of hard work.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: The Bat Race typifies the crazy event. Sig Ep Jim Gallas shows there's more than one way to toss an empty. This pair endures the rain to eat grits for Theta Chi. BOTTOM LEFT TO RIGHT: Alpha Xis pull their chariot. Alpha Gams Martha Mills and Sharon Schmit get "psyched" to tug. Many a little sister has risked life and limb in the mattress race.
Involvement in campus life was again the rule at the Alpha Chi Omega house. First place in Greek Week was the spring highlight, and the sisters made their own fun with porch parties, a Kentucky Derby Day party, and the annual Senior Party. Twenty-five outstanding pledges were added to the sorority after fall rush. They participated along with the sisters in Homecoming and mixers and got their first taste of a major Alpha Chi party at the Royal Order of the Red Carnation. The Pledge Formal was held winter quarters in their honor.

Athletics were also enjoyed at Alpha Chi and while having fun was their main goal, the sisters were especially successful in basketball and racquetball.

Much time was spent raising money for Cystic Fibrosis and Easter Seals. Roadblocking, Apple Pie with Alpha Chi, and a golf tournament were used to raise funds for Leukemia as the Alpha Chis worked towards turning in the most money among the sororities for the fourth straight year.

Other chapter traditions rounded out the year. The Founder's Day celebration with the alumni, candlelightings, scholarship dinner, and Thursday lunches stressed sisterhood and sharing special times. Alpha Chi's were also key in promoting the Georgia Tech spirit. Sisters could be found in almost any campus organization and honorary whose purpose was enhancing this great school.

**Camp Chi** . . . A night on the gravel would have done me good . . . chic-a-chic-a-ca-ca . . . super freak . . . what's wrong with boat people? . . . Carye and the Clueless . . . Poof I'm gone . . . Mimi and Burt Reynolds . . . Loose Lips Langton . . . Iron Hand . . . AXO no show . . .

ALPHA DELTA PI

Alumnae Build Chapter Room and Double House Size
Rush, pledges, the chapter room, enthusiasm, Diamond 4-Point Chapter — 1981 has brought many exciting changes to Zeta Omicron Chapter of Alpha Delta Pi! The new addition to the house was a welcomed sight to each sister returning this fall. The chapter room provides a place to hold Rush and all chapter meetings, and nearly doubled the size of the house.

Twenty eight new pledges keep the sisters on their toes as they learn about sisterhood, scholarship, service, and social life in ADPi. In honor of the pledges, the annual Pledge Dance was held at Dunfey's. At the Black Diamond Formal, held at the Biltmore Hotel, ADPi announced their new sweetheart, Dan Hackaday.

Service was emphasized by ADPi sisters as they sold candy and roadblocked for Leukemia, and the Ronald McDonald House. During Homecoming, ADPi kept the "Georgia Tech Legend Alive" by winning the Spirit Award at the Pep Rally. ADPi sisters truly uphold Tech tradition through membership in campus activities such as ramblin' Reck Club, Solid Gold, and Student Government.

Jamming ... A Formal Bomb Scare ... The New Addition, It's so big! ... Pledges, get the phone ... I'm embarrassed for you ... Let's go to the "Beach" ... What time is the chapter? ... Pledge Formal at Dunfey's ... How many football casualties this week? ... Pat O's  ... Lucia fell again? ... Cathy's Derby Days date — Jack D ... Lisa is that pizza I smell?

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Anita Womble strolls into the house with a radiant smile. A pep rally brings out the spirit in Beth Beers and Jean Branand. Sisters fight for a tug-o-war victory in the Peters Park mud.

BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Cathy Richeson and Lisa Burns display that ADPi spirit. Cindy Price tops the Greek Week Pyramid.
Spring quarter proved very rewarding to the sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta as they captured the Sorority Championship in softball and won the Tug of War in Greek Week for the second consecutive year. The momentum carried over into fall as Alpha Gams filled their quota during rush, pledging twenty-five women. Gamma Phis won second place in Homecoming this year and made three winning banners for pep rallies. Two new events were also added to the Alpha Gams' social calendar: the Green "M" party and the Pledge Semi-Formal.

Winter quarter continued to keep sisters busy as they initiated new sisters and big brothers. The Sweetheart Formal, held at the Biltmore Hotel was the highlight of the social calendar. Scholarship is always important to Alpha Gams, and they proved it by capturing the scholarship tray spring quarter. But besides their social and athletic activities, Alpha Gams spend time supporting their own national philanthropy — Juvenile Diabetes and the campus philanthropy — Leukemia. The Assassin Game, Ugliest Bartender contest and M & M sales were the big fund raisers this past year.

To be a close, yet individual group of sisters who achieve in academics and are involved in campus organizations, is difficult, but Alpha Gams strive each year to attain this goal.
Nu Betas Present Incentive Awards
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The goals and activities of the sorors of Nu Beta Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. earned them recognition by the Office of Minority Affairs, as the Most Outstanding Greek Organization for the 1980-81 academic year.

Highlighting the sorority’s primary goal of service is the continuation of Nu Beta’s Annual Incentive Awards, which are presented to deserving students as a means for them to continue to excel academically. Funds for these awards are raised via quarterly dances sponsored by Nu Beta, that also provide a social outlet for the sorors, as well as other Greeks and non-Greeks alike.

Ongoing projects by AKA are its annual donations to the NAACP, UNCF, Thanksgiving and Christmas food drives, and participation in the Techwood Community Halloween Party. Individually the sorors uphold their dedication to service, leadership, and academics by participation in the Techwood and Home Park Tutorial Programs.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Jeannetta Burbridge watches with amusement the Stockmarket Olympic competition. Tracy Nash is chosen Greek Goddess. CENTER: President Angela Birch makes a point during a meeting. The circle of sisters exemplifies this close knit group.
The Gamma Eta Chapter of Alpha Xi Delta is proud of both its heritage and also of its recent achievements. Alpha Xi Delta is the oldest sorority on campus and ranks high in scholastic, athletic and philanthropic achievements.

At the most recent Alpha Xi Delta National Convention, the Georgia Tech chapter was ranked second in the nation. Here on the Georgia Tech campus, the Fuzzies continued to receive first and second place each quarter in scholastic achievement. Many of the sisters belonged to various Tech honor societies and scholastic achievement was one of several points stressed during rush.

Spring quarter the Alpha Xis tied for first place in Greek Week and took first place of all Tech sororities in Sigma Chi's Derby Days. Sister Christy Karley, won Miss Derby Days last spring and was also on the 1981 Homecoming Court. The Fuzzies also captured the first place title in Homecoming this year.

All of the girls worked towards a very successful Leukemia drive. With road blocking and various sales underway, the Alpha Xis raised quite a sum of money for the Leukemia Foundation. Together with the brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha, the Alpha Xi sisters threw a Halloween party for the Techwood children.

In spite of such a rigorous schedule, the Alpha Xis always found time for a little bit of social life. The Lambda Chi Alpha Country Club mixer and the Sigma Alpha Epsilon Sunrise mixer were both extremely enjoyable, and a pledge semi-formal and a spring formal rounded out a fun and exciting social calendar.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Alpha Xis ride Dante's fire engine in the Wreck Parade. Carol Bramblett and Anne Seldomridge act out a rush skit. Paula Stiger quickly gulps a Mello Yellow during the mattress race.

BOTTOM, TOP TO BOTTOM: Alpha Xis take a break during the casino night. Susan Blackerby prepares to eat goldfish.
Serving as the governing body of the twenty-nine Georgia Tech fraternities, the Interfraternity Council (IFC) provided organizational, educational, and judicial services to all its members. Through bimonthly meetings, publication of the Oracle, and the IFC’s committee system, individuals were encouraged to take an active role in their Greek government.

In the past year, the council’s responsibilities included planning and implementation of such projects as the fifth annual Fall Leukemia Drive which raised over $38,000, Greek Week, and Rush. Educational services encompassed leadership retreats, treasurer forums, and legal liabilities seminars. The council also settled any judicial matters that developed among its members.

The IFC sponsored awards which were given to fraternities on the basis of achievement in the areas of scholarship, campus activities and athletics.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: IFC: Dave Mase, Jim Fowler, Dean Barry Birkhead, Greg Larkin, Harvey Rickles, Gary Harrel, Dean Carol Moore. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Georgia and Georgia Tech IFC and Panhellenic present Leukemia Fund check to Coaches Curry and Dooley. Panhellenic: Janice Harvin, Beth Gibson, Jeanneta Burbridge, Jackie Mathews, Feeicia Coleman, Jeanene Fowler.
I.F.C. – PANHELLENIC

Councils Strive to Provide Better Service to Greeks

The Panhellenic Council year began with a highly successful fall rush. One hundred Tech women pledged National Panhellenic Conference sororities amid much celebration. Delta Sigma Theta sorority joined the Tech Panhellenic community as a colony and plunged into the myriad of activities.

The fall quarter was highlighted by Homecoming activities and the establishment of a Panhellenic student loan program. Junior Panhellenic was active during the fall and winter quarters, and as a service project, it sponsored a forum on campus safety which was open to the entire Tech community.

Throughout the year, Panhellenic and the individual sororities spent a great deal of their time in charitable pursuits. The principal activity of the year was a fashion show presented to benefit the American Cancer Society. It was the second year for the fashion show, and it has been well received and profitable.

The Panhellenic officers continued to work closely with the Interfraternity Council on the Oracle, the fall Leukemia Drive, Greek Week, the new officer retreat, and other projects. Better communication and cooperation remain important goals of Panhellenic and the Interfraternity Council of Georgia Tech.
Alpha Epsilon Pi did well this year netting sixteen pledges as the more important qualities of brotherhood were stressed during Rush. The group, Topper, featured on 96 Rock's album, "Hot 'Lanta Home Cooking," made their Rush debut at AEPI this year.

Parties this year were a Twenties Party at Homecoming, MASH party, mixer with Delta Phi Epsilon sorority from Emory, and the Wild West Weekend.

Academics were stressed more than ever, and the importance of good grades was integrated into the pledge program.

Sports activity found AEPI dominating the league, in football, softball, bowling, tennis, and surprisingly ultimate frisbee.

The AEPI goals this year included improving the total number of members, and finding worthwhile community projects, along with improved alumni relations.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Mitch Diamond and his comrade survey the party food situation. A delicate passenger is sped to the finish line. Tony Galieth sets up for a spike during intramural competition. BOTTOM RIGHT: A brother shows off his unique glass during the MASH party.
Academic Excellence Stressed in Fall Pledge Program
The warm weather of spring quarter brought with it relief from winter and another fine ATO spring rush. Seven outstanding men were pledged and aided the Togas in a very good showing during Greek Week. The annual Founders’ Day banquet at the Cherokee Town Club was the highlight of spring as Worthy Grand Chief Patrick Brown made a visit to the chapter. The house party at Fort Walton Beach saw a great weekend as the brothers retreated to the Florida coast.

A week of house repairs started off a good fall rush which garnered fourteen new pledges. An extensive basement renovation project added much to the life of the chapter. As usual, ATO was strongly involved in the IFC Leukemia Drive and had several fund raisers underway. The Togas moved up to the Gold League in the fall and quickly made their presence known as they had a winning season in intramural football competition.

Socials with Tech and Georgia sororities made winter quarter bearable and gave relief needed from the books. The winter formal tapped off the season and saw the return of many alumni to celebrate once again with their college buddies. Through good and bad times, the united brotherhood of Alpha Tau Omega moved forward as one of Tech’s most outstanding Greek organizations.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Chip Ryan exerts extra effort in the tug-of-war. Blake Moret gains momentum to fling a beer keg in competition. During Casino Night, Rick Kimberly decides how to play his cards. BOTTOM, LEFT: Greg Forrest and his date enjoy a slow dance at the ATO costume party.
Roadblocking Nets Record High for IFC Fund Raising
For the fifth, straight year the brothers of Beta Theta Pi were acknowledged for their outstanding rankings in athletics, community projects, and scholarship by clinching the Intrafraternity Council Trophy. Also the chapter received for the third straight year the first place trophy for scholarship in fraternities.

Promoting the underlying ideals of diversity, brotherhood, and involvement, the brothers added thirty-one fine pledges during fall rush. Setting an IFC record for the most money ever raised for any fundraising drive, the Betas collected over $7000 through various roadblocks and winning the Ugliest Bartender Contest. The classic car entry in the Ramblin' Reck Parade took first place while the Homecoming display won second.

Strong emphasis on participation in athletic events also proved fruitful, as ultimate and water polo teams won the Gold League trophies for first place while the racquetball team placed second. Tennis, softball, and volleyball teams ended their seasons just short of the playoffs, as they added to a very strong athletic program as in years past.

The Beta Theta Pi house, "Little Tara" saw extensive improvements over the summer as over $45,000 of alumni contributions were spent on the first phase of renovation.

The social life could not have been better as the brothers hosted sorority mixers and theme parties ranging from an "Animal Party" to a "Wine and Cheese" mixer. The winter formal at the Biltmore Hotel highlighted the entire year with the revealing of their sweetheart, Vicki Lovgren. The Panama City trip, in addition to the infamous champagne party and mudslide showed that the Betas know how to party.

SOOOE, Hawes... Splodsh! ... The Snake ... Heal! Demon be gone! ... Vanilla Thunder? ... The Texas Paint Massacre ... South married housing ... M-Train ... Goosel! ... Put'em in a cage! ... B.T.F. ... Taste ... Bunky ... D.G.P./P.P.P. ... Left Foote, Right foote ... Simba! The trained elephant ... M.R.T. #4 ... Let's get it done!

TOP RIGHT: A brother patrols the Halloween party. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: A couple enjoys a sunny afternoon on the porch. Mark Boozer and friends stay close to the bar during rush. A Mini-500 racer is assembled with care.
Brothers Win White League Volleyball Championship
The Omega Chapter of Chi Phi continued its rise on campus during the past year, starting with a strong rush which resulted in the pledging of twenty-six young men. The Little Sister program was also increased by twelve women. Rush was highlighted by the annual pig roast, along with an outstanding set of band parties.

As usual, the brothers were very involved in intramurals, with strong teams being fielded in football, tennis, cross country and with a White League championship team in volleyball.

Social activity was as intense as ever, with the usual two band celebration at Homecoming. Other parties during fall quarter were the always popular MASH Mixer, and the annual Halloween party. The social highlight of the year was the 1982 Chakett, which saw many alumni return to see the actives as strong as ever.

Actives and pledges alike participated heavily in Homecoming, and strong showings were made in the Display and Reck Parade competitions.

Campus involvement continued to climb, with many brothers involved in different leadership roles around campus, including Student Government, the Student Center Programs Board, and the FASET new student orientation program.

The chapter did manage to find time to participate in several different community and campus fund raisers, including roadblocks for Leukemia, and a Cross-Country Race for Muscular Dystrophy.

Chi Phi continued its long standing tradition of excellence, and to house one of the most diverse brotherhoods on Georgia Tech’s campus.

Mickey the Masher ... Polo! Polo! Polo! ... 3 for 1 at the Downs (Called Meeting) ... Beed’s Closet ... the Mont! ... Wench Signup List ... Bell Ringing Victory ... Who’s riding the cannon now? ... Ya-Hi-Hi! ... Who’s got the hockey team this week? ... Itsy and Bitsy ... Trash the Merc, Clyde ... The Ravioli Legend Lives ... The Boat ... Girls! ... Where Da Hoops, Bro?

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Spirited Chi Phi brothers carry a little sister in the mattress race. The pit crew works on a Tech-200 racer. A pledge entertains two female guests at an afternoon lawn party at the house. LEFT: Pomping the Homecoming display is harder than one might think.
Fall 1981 saw the brothers of Alpha Iota Delta chapter of Chi Psi return to Tech a week early for an intense cleanup of the lodge. Encouraged by a strong alumni commitment, the actives put the lodge in a better condition than it has been in for several years. This enthusiasm carried through into rush and the brothers met an alumni challenge, adding twenty-five pledges and sixteen little sisters.

With an emphasis on community service, Chi Psi raised money to fight Leukemia, and sponsored the first Annual Suitcase Party for Charity. The social calendar included a Homecoming Costume Party, the Winter Formal at the Peachtree Plaza, and spontaneous parties mourning the loss of the hill to Tenth Street, and as always, the little sisters put on a Christmas Party and Lake Lanier outing.

A strong brotherhood and enthusiastic pledge class promise to keep Alpha Iota Delta of Chi Psi on track for several years.

Word Association Test... Phe-e-e-il... Shark Attack... Take my date — please... Wha-a-a-h!... Shot time... "... It's better that way!"... Roll it on over... Pete got paid for what?... Chew Crew Meeting... Sleaze Weekend.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: The truck has an unusual rider. Spyro Gumas and Barb Angert quench their thirst. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Street hockey provides many thrills. Duncan Hayes gets wrapped up in a parade. Jay Poston tries his hand at "Warlords." Steve Beagles and Beverly Bell view the party below.
Delta Sigs Hold First Fall Quarter Blood Drive at Tech

Spring Quarter officially began at Delta Sigma Phi with the triumphant return of the brothers from the beaches of Florida, and ended with a fantastic Greek Week which saw the chapter capture second place in the fraternity Council All-Sports Intramural Competition as well as sponsor the infamous Delta Sig Fried Chicken Concession.

Fall rush, always a happy time at Delta Sigma Phi, was unsurpassed this year as twenty-one pledges and twenty-one new Little Sisters were added to our swelling ranks. The “Dollar Sixty-Fives” were never so philanthropic as they were fall quarter, as they sponsored the first Fall Quarter Blood Drive ever held at Tech, and it was a great success. In addition, the brothers also constructed a playground for the Georgia Retardation Center, as well as participating actively in the Ugliest Bartender Contest and Homecoming’s “Casino Night” for Leukemia. Athletics found the Delta Sigs in first place in football, volleyball, and ultimate frisbee going into the playoffs.

LAATER (Much, with gestures) . . . Bummage, as in Stummer, Grimmage, Crigbage, Crankage, Wreckage, etc. . . . Quack, Quack, Boat . . . Chez Enrico’s Dumplings in Mucous Sauce . . . You dare to puke in the River Nile? . . . Cooper, the indestructodog . . . Rush 1981: He’s academically sharp. not pertinent, but your point is noted . . . Delta Sigs: We bet on anything . . . Enough garbage.

TOP LEFT: Ken Pharoh smirks at another brother’s comment. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Mello Yellow goes down so easy. Dinner is interrupted by yet another tall tale. Friday afternoon is a good time to read the paper.
The Gamma Psi chapter of Delta Tau Delta culminated an excellent rush this fall by pledging twenty-four men. A fine effort by the actives coupled with $6000 in house improvements were responsible for this achievement.

The past school year was another positive step for the Deltas as the football team highlighted the sports effort by playing a tough game for the fraternity championship. In community relations the Delt annual car wash for charity with Alpha Xi Delta sorority, raised one thousand dollars for Atlanta’s Egelston Hospital. Early spring quarter, the Delts hosted “Delt Day Softball” which included Delts from Auburn, Tennessee, and Georgia Southern. The Delts represented themselves well also in academics by posting a 2.71 overall grade point average and finished fifth on campus.


TOP LEFT: A Delt scrubs a car for charity. CENTER LEFT: Sal Hazday is almost a one man team. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Brother greets a rushee. Frisbee is a popular afternoon activity. Keith Krieger enjoys another great party.
Strong Effort by Chapter Yields More Successful Rush
The brothers of Delta Upsilon celebrated a tremendous rush this year and experienced a great turnout for all of the events. The hard work and enthusiasm produced 17 new "Junior Actives" that have pledged to uphold the strong Delta Upsilon traditions.

As always, the fraternity enjoyed the benefits of a strong Alumni organization. This year the alumni sponsored their traditional officers retreat and goal-setting session, and the reconstruction of the main floor men's room, along with many other miscellaneous donations.

The diversity of the Delta Upsilon Brotherhood is reflected in most everything it does. Members are involved in almost all aspects of fraternity and campus life. Likewise, parties and good times range from formal events, such as Founders Day Celebration and the Winter Formal, to the informal pool party held in the backyard, Senior Day, and weekday beer bashes at "Jacks."

Among philanthropic activities were the Alumni Telethon for Georgia Tech, sponsoring an exchange student from Germany, and donations to the Delta Upsilon Sesquicentennial Foundation.

Much time has been spent this year preparing for the chapter's twenty-fifth anniversary which was celebrated Homecoming weekend.


**TOP RIGHT:** Frank Staples throws a perfect spiral. **BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT:** Santa gives Larry Murphy what he always wanted. Frank Koconis and Duncan McGhee work on the display motor. Cam Bower makes a quick gambling move. George Suther and Jim Atkinson can dance just as well.
KAPPA ALPHA

Rush Yields Twenty-seven Pledges

The Alpha Sigma Chapter of the Kappa Alpha Order pledged twenty-seven new men this fall. During rush, the brothers stressed Southern ideals, a good scholastic attitude, and genteel manners. The social calendar included many events throughout the year, including a Winter Formal, Little Sister Rush and, of course, Old South Weekend. The Intramural Sports program bounced back, and the KA’s were strong contenders in all events. Even with the many diverse factions among the brothers the KA’s have continually grown stronger as a total brotherhood.

Freddie Chimp ton . . . Psycho . . .
Defenders . . . Pusden . . . No More Bean
. . . Cromwell . . . VAD . . . Sue B . . . Wad
. . . Winner! . . . Mac'n Jac . . . Pledge
Check the phone booth . . . Big Jim Slade

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Chris Fouts questions a brother during rush. Earl Burton aids in the capture of Dean Dull. John Fowler plays foosball with a rushee. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Bill Olsen tries to cope with high winds. "Dixie" typifies Old South.